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The World According to Humphrey 2008-11-20 the time had arrived to put my plan into action i was in grave danger and i had no
choice i only had one weapon a rubber band it had taken me a long time to get it hooked around the edge of my food dish now i
carefully pulled it back as far as i could aiming directly at those big doggy nostrils you can learn a lot about life by observing
another species that s what humphrey was told when he was bought as a classroom pet for room 26 and it s definitely true in
addition to his classroom escapades each weekend he gets to sleep over with a different student like stop giggling gail and
repeat that please richie humphrey learns to read write shoot rubber bands and much more with adventures galore humphrey s
life would be absolutely perfect if only the teacher mrs brisbane wasn t out to get him
Trouble According to Humphrey 2008-11-20 join humphrey the hamster for his third adventure and this one is going to be
packed with trouble when all sorts of problems crop up in the classroom from pay attention art s marks going down to golden
miranda finding herself in big trouble humphrey must step in to lend a helping paw using his charm resourcefulness and wisdom
he s certain to have a plan this third instalment follows the brilliantly successful the world according to humphrey and friendship
according to humphrey
Friendship According to Humphrey 2006-07-20 the second book in the beloved and award winning school hamster series
after the holidays humphrey is shocked by a big surprise in room 26 a new class pet humphrey tries to be welcoming but og the
frog doesn t respond to any of his friendly squeaks or visits remember he has a lock that doesn t lock plus the students are so
interested in og they almost stop paying attention to humphrey altogether humphrey doesn t like the mad bad sad feelings he s
had since og came but luckily he still gets to have adventures with different kids on the weekends friendship can be tricky but
humphrey is an intrepid problem solver if any hamster can become buddies with a frog he can look for all twelve of humphrey s
adventures
Mysteries According to Humphrey 2012-01-31 to celebrate his tenth birthday the whole humphrey series has a smart new livery
repositioning him alongside perennial favourites such as winnie the pooh and paddington when humphrey s teacher mrs
brisbane doesn t come to school he is unsqueakably worried then a supply teacher the mysterious mr e arrives and everything
changes class is fun but are humphrey s classmates learning anything and what had happened to their wonderful teacher
humphrey has his paws full as he tries to gather clues to solve the mystery and then on halloween everything is revealed praise
for humphrey an effective exploration of the joys and pains of making and keeping friends which will strike a chord with many
children daily telegraph a charming feel good tale irish times humphrey s matter of fact table level view of the world is
alternately silly and profound and birney captures his unique blend of innocence and earnestness publisher s weekly humphrey a
delightful irresistible character is big hearted observant and creative booklist
Summer According to Humphrey 2010-02-04 the sixth book in the beloved and award winning school hamster series when
humphrey hears that school is ending he can t believe his ears what s a classroom hamster to do if there s no more school it
turns out that mrs brisbane has planned something thrilling for humphrey and og the frog they re going to camp happy hollow
with ms mac and lots of the kids from room 26 camp is full of fun fun fun new experiences but it s also a little scary there are fur
raising wild sounds and smells and there s something called the howler to watch out for humphrey is always curious about new
adventures but could camp be too wild even for him look for all twelve of humphrey s adventures
Adventure According to Humphrey 2009-02-05 the fifth book in the beloved and award winning school hamster series the
students in room 26 are learning about boats and building their own for a race on potter s pond humphrey the hamster loves
dreaming about being a pirate and watching his friends build ships but when he mistakenly ends up at sea on the day of the
boat race he finds himself in the middle of more adventure than he bargained for humphrey is back in this charming story of a
hamster on the high seas of hilarity look for all twelve of humphrey s adventures
Imagination According to Humphrey 2015-02-05 everyone s favourite hamster has another adventure in room 26 and
beyond in this eleventh book in the bestselling according to humphrey series humphrey and his friends in room 26 let their
imaginations loose ahead of a big author visit to longfellow elementary school they try writing their own stories but humphrey
worries that hamsters don t have any imagination he s finding creative writing just too hard while he helps out his friends in
room 26 and the new school pet gigi a guinea pig humphrey encounters real live parrots dragons and even ghosts and finally
manages to let his imagination soar
School Days According to Humphrey 2011-06-30 a new school year and new friends for everyone s favorite classroom pet
humphrey is excited to get back to room 26 and see all his old classmates but on the first day of school a bunch of strange kids
arrive and no matter how loudly he squeaks up they don t realize they re in the wrong room finally humphrey realizes that these
kids are his new classmates and he sets off to learn all about them he hasn t forgotten about his friends from last year and of
course they miss him a ton but when they start talking about taking him from mrs brisbane s room humphrey gets unsqueakably
nervous how could he say good bye to mrs brisbane and og not to mention his new friends for good
Secrets According to Humphrey 2014-02-04 the next in the bestselling according to humphrey series humphrey and his friends
in room 26 learn about ancient egypt mummies pharaohs pyramids and plenty of shh shh shh secrets abound will humphrey be
able to solve the mysteries of the pharaohs from award winning author betty g birney
Spring According to Humphrey 2016-03-03 everyone s favourite classroom hamster is back dear friends at last spring has come
lucky for room 26 where i m class hamster because they ve got a family fun night planned at longfellow school it ll be great to
get to know my classmates families i might even start thinking about what family means to me especially as families come in all
sorts of shapes and sizes happy happy happy reading humphrey
School According to Humphrey 2011-01-20 join much loved humphrey the hamster for a new adventure after a fur raising
holiday at camp happy hollow humphrey returns to room 26 eager to see his old friends he is shocked to find the classroom full
of strangers like rolling rosie hurry up harry and forgetful phoebe where have all his old classmates gone but the charming
humphrey soon learns that these new students could really use a helping paw from their classroom pet in the end even a small
hamster can never have too many friends
Holidays According to Humphrey 2010-03-04 britain s best loved best selling hamster is back but not for long as this time he s
off on holiday and he wants to tell you all about the fun fun fun times there are to be had along the way so far humphrey has
won the richard and judy children s bookclub been a world book day selection and sold over half a million copies of his
adventures in the uk alone
Surprises According to Humphrey 2009-01-08 the fourth book in the beloved and award winning school hamster series a
classroom hamster has to be ready for anything but suddenly there are lots lots lots of big surprises in humphrey s world some
are exciting like a new hamster ball but some are scary like a run in with a cat and a new janitor who might be from another
planet but even with all that s going on humphrey finds time to help his classmates with their problems but will mrs brisbane s
unsqueakable surprise be too much for humphrey to handle look for all twelve of humphrey s adventures
Winter According to Humphrey 2012-10-11 it s the happy happy happy holidays for everyone s favorite classroom pet the
holidays are coming and humphrey is unsqueakably excited he loves to hear about all the different ways his friends in room 26
celebrate and to watch them make costumes and learn songs for the winter wonderland pageant he even squeaks along but
with so much to do will the holidays go according to plan do it now daniel is having trouble practicing helpful holly can t stop



worrying about making presents for her friends and humphrey still has to find a gift for og good thing humphrey is one smart
hamster who can help them all fill the season with joy joy joy nominated for twenty four state awards and the winner of seven
the humphrey series is a hit across the country and he s a one school one book favorite
Humphrey's Ho-Ho-Ho Book of Stories 2013-11-05 dear friends i may be a small classroom hamster but even i m amazed at how
many unsqueakably exciting adventures i ve had i ve had a spooky mystery to solve on halloween nighttime escapades at
school and even gone to winter wonderland i ve had so many ho ho ho hilarious adventures i ve put some more of them into this
big book to share with you your friend humphrey
More Adventures According to Humphrey 2013-08-01 to celebrate his tenth birthday the whole humphrey series has a smart new
livery repositioning him alongside perennial favourites such as winnie the pooh and paddington when humphrey hears about a
sailing competition on potter s pond he longs for a big big bigger adventure and believe us he gets one but it isn t all smooth
sailing he helps out his classmates takes an unsqueakably dangerous voyage of his own and even comes face to face with a
pirate praise for humphrey an effective exploration of the joys and pains of making and keeping friends which will strike a chord
with many children daily telegraph a charming feel good tale irish times humphrey s matter of fact table level view of the world
is alternately silly and profound and birney captures his unique blend of innocence and earnestness publisher s weekly
humphrey a delightful irresistible character is big hearted observant and creative booklist
Humphrey's Big-Big-Big Book of Stories 2009-11-05 the perfect gift this new edition in betty g birney s bestselling series brings
together her first three stories about humphrey the classroom hamster discover the wisdom wit and brilliance of the nation s
best loved furry friend as he tells you all about the world friendship and trouble all according to his humphreyness dear friends
being a classroom hamster is an unsqueakably exciting job i get to visit my classmates houses on weekends and have lots of
great adventures i ve helped my friends like speak up sayeh and lower your voice a j solve their problems and i ve even helped
our teacher mrs brisbane i ve also met another classroom pet a frog named og taken an exciting ride on a train and helped a
magician with his act i ve had so many adventures i ve put some of them into one great book of my very favourites i hope you ll
have as much fun fun fun reading them as i did writing them your friend humphrey
Christmas According to Humphrey 2012-10-02 dear friends jingle bells and dancing snowflakes christmas was coming and
suddenly my life as a classroom hamster became unsqueakably exciting the music teacher miss lark spent a lot of time in room
26 preparing our class for longfellow school s winter wonderland show so there was plenty of fun fun fun but my classmates
were also having some big big big problems could one small hamster solve them on his own luckily the spirit of the season
managed to shine through and in the end it was definitely a christmas to remember season s squeaking to all humphrey
スキャット 2010-08 絶滅の危機に瀕するフロリダ パンサーを救え
Humphrey's Great-Great-Great Book of Stories 2010 the perfect gift this new edition of betty g birney s bestselling series brings
together three more stories about humphrey the classroom hamster discover the wisdom wit and brilliance of the nation s best
loved furry friend as he tells you everything about surprises adventure and holidays all according to his humphreyness dear
friends i may be a small classroom hamster but even i m amazed at how many unsqueakably exciting adventures i ve had i ve
come nose to nose with a very unfriendly cat taken an unplanned boat trip across potter s pond and even met a snake at camp
happy hollow and i ve had plenty to worry about aliens in spaceships pirates and something scary called the howler i ve had so
many adventures i ve put some more of them into this great great great big book to share with you your friend humphrey
不思議の国のアリス 2010-04-01 everyone s favorite classroom pet is unsqueakably thrilled to be in a new new new novel to celebrate the
humphrey series 20th anniversary humphrey is unsqueakably excited a special guest is coming to room 26 but when he sees
who it is he s shocked shocked shocked the guest is a big dog and mrs brisbane doesn t seem worried at all luckily this dog is
very gentle his name is happy and he s come to help humphrey s classmates with their reading then they hear about more dogs
a friendly one who can do tricks and sing and a beloved pet who has gone missing of course everyone wants to help find her
good thing humphrey is so good at helping kids solve their problems and he pawsitively loves to solve a mystery even one
involving a dog with a fresh voice and an engaging hamster s eye view of school families and treats to hide in a cheek pouch
betty g birney s humphrey will elicit laughter and a new appreciation for classroom hamsters everywhere
Happiness According to Humphrey 2024-05-14 dear friends i love love love being the classroom hamster in room 26
longfellow school i ve learned a lot about reading writing maths and making friends and i ve had amazing adventures in and out
of my cage too but i also love solving puzzles and riddles in the tiny notebook i keep hidden in my cage they re not always easy
but if i wiggle my whiskers and scratch my furry head for a while i usually can solve them to keep you busy on your christmas
holidays i m sharing some of my favourites in this fun filled book so you can find out if you re as smart as a hamster
Humphrey's Book of Christmas Fun 2013 dear friends i love love love sharing my adventures as a classroom hamster with all my
friends but sometimes my paw gets tired from so much writing to give it a rest i ve written some shorter tales that are every bit
as funny and exciting as my according to humphrey books they re called humphrey s tiny tales and they ve even got illustrations
i m quite pleased at how cute i look in the pictures i m unsqueakably excited to share my new stories with you and i think
humphrey fans and new younger readers will be excited too your furry friend humphrey my creepy crawly camping adventure in
this new tiny tale humphrey joins his friends from room 26 on a camping adventure in the garden but when night falls humphrey
hears a spooky howling noise could there be creepy crawly creatures outside his tent when humphrey plucks up the courage to
investigate he discovers some big big big surprises illustrated throughout with black and white line illustrations by penny dann
Humphrey's Tiny Tales 3: My Creepy-Crawly Camping Adventure! 2011-09-29 sent to live in room 26 humphrey the class
hamster begins to learn a lot about humans through simple observation from his cage in an amusing tale about a curious
creature who takes full advantage of his educational opportunities
World According to Humphrey 2015-07-10 spring is in the air and lots of things are growing including the room 26 family signs of
spring are very exciting to everyone at longfellow school mrs brisbane s class has seen flowers poking out of snow and baby
birds hatching and just joey even brought in tadpoles that are growing into frogs it also means family fun night is coming up and
all of the students families are involved in making amazing activities humphrey helps in many ways of course but he can t stop
wondering about his own family he doesn t know anything about his mom or dad luckily all of his wonderful friends help him see
that families come in many shapes and sizes and humphrey s might be the biggest and best one of all
Spring According to Humphrey 2016-01-19 dear friends when og the frog came to live in room 26 i felt a little jealous still i tried
to be welcoming but i soon discovered that it s hard hard hard to make friends with a lumpy bumpy frog then i found out that my
fellow students were having problems with their friends too a j and garth had to deal with a bully named mean martin bean heidi
and gail had a terrible argument and miranda golden had a new stepsister who wasn t nice at all then there was the poetry
festival the magic show and the snowstorm how could one small hamster solve all those problems luckily i wrote the whole story
in my notebook so you could share my adventures your friend to the end humphrey
Friendship According to Humphrey 2008-11-20 humphrey the classroom hamster has adventures going to the library learning
about the ocean and sailing across a pond on a sailboat
Adventure According to Humphrey 2009-02-01 the adventures in humphrey s room 26 are hopping back into the spotlight from
the perspective of og the frog when og the frog first comes to room 26 he doesn t know what to think he misses his friends from



the pond there are all kinds of strange noises and the water is his tank just might be too clean you know a little muck never hurt
anyone but the furry squeaky fellow living next to him is endlessly entertaining the kids sure are friendly and bing bang boing
they put big fat crickets right into his tank all of this gives og lots of ideas for one of his favorite passtimes making up poems and
songs but he gets stumped when talk turns to sending him back to the pond will he have to say good bye to tabitha whose whole
life just changed like his or mandy who just started seeing the bright side of things with his help and humphrey who he s finally
beginning to figure out og s frog s eye view of the world is curious sympathetic and poetic and the perfect companion to the
world according to humphrey
Life According to Og the Frog 2018-07-03 humphrey the hamster is puzzled when unfamiliar students fill mrs brisbane s
classroom at summer s end but he soon learns that his friends from last year are fine and that the new class needs his special
help
School Days According to Humphrey 2012 featuring my pet show panic my summer fair surprise my creepy crawly camping
adventure and new new new story my mixed up magic trick younger humphrey fans will love this bind up edition of the
bestselling books it s careers day in room 26 in my mixed up magic trick golden miranda wants to be a magician but lower your
voice a j says girls can t be magicians but when miranda s presentation goes wrong it s up to humphrey to save the day from a
mixed up magic trick
Bumper Book of Humphrey's Tiny Tales 1 2014-01-14 dear friends i love love love sharing my adventures as a classroom
hamster with all my friends but sometimes my paw gets tired from so much writing to give it a rest i ve written some shorter
tales that are every bit as funny and exciting as my according to humphrey books they re called humphrey s tiny tales and they
ve even got illustrations i m quite pleased at how cute i look in the pictures i m unsqueakably excited to share my new stories
with you and i think humphrey fans and new younger readers will be excited too your furry friend humphrey my pet show panic
my friends in room 26 hoped i d win a prize at the pet show i hoped so too but with dogs and cats a parrot and a mysterious
creature called nick the stick i had a lot of competition when miranda s scary dog clem showed up i was worried worried worried
and with good reason because once we got together the panic at the pet show began
Humphrey's Tiny Tales 1: My Pet Show Panic! 2011-03-03 an activity book full of games puzzles jokes and more with humphrey
everyone s favorite classroom pet humphrey has learned a lot from being the classroom hamster in room 26 at longfellow school
and although he loves having amazing adventures in and out of his cage he s also quite good at solving puzzles and telling the
most hilarious jokes in fact he s put together this whole book of his favorite games brain teasers and jokes for everyone who
thinks they can be as smart or as funny as a hamster come and have some fun fun fun with everyone s favorite classroom pet
nominated for twenty four state awards and the winner of seven the humphrey series is a hit across the country and he s
becoming a one school one book favorite
Humphrey's Book of Fun Fun Fun 2013-10-03 dear friends i love love love sharing my adventures as a classroom hamster with all
my friends but sometimes my paw gets tired from so much writing to give it a rest i ve written some shorter tales that are every
bit as funny and exciting as my according to humphrey books they re called humphrey s tiny tales and they ve even got
illustrations i m quite pleased at how cute i look in the pictures i m unsqueakably excited to share my new stories with you and i
think humphrey fans and new younger readers will be excited too your furry friend humphrey humphrey gets the surprise of his
classroom life when he gets a whizzy hamster racing car it s bright red with a stripe down the side and he loves loves loves it he
practises as hard as he can because there s going to be a pet race if he tries really hard will he win humphrey s in for another fur
raising adventure
Humphrey's Tiny Tales 7: My Really Wheely Racing Day! 2013-07-11 dear friends i love love love sharing my adventures
as a classroom hamster with all my friends but sometimes my paw gets tired from so much writing to give it a rest i ve written
some shorter tales that are every bit as funny and exciting as my according to humphrey books they re called humphrey s tiny
tales and they ve even got illustrations i m quite pleased at how cute i look in the pictures i m unsqueakably excited to share my
new stories with you and i think humphrey fans and new younger readers will be excited too your furry friend humphrey my
great big birthday bash it s party time in this tiny tale kirk s having a birthday bash and everyone in room 26 is invited including
humphrey the party is fun fun fun there are games to play and presents to unwrap and of course cake but humphrey is sad sad
sad no one knows when he was born so he can never have a party on his birthday or can he luckily his friends in room 26 have
other ideas illustrated throughout with black and white line illustrations by penny dann
The World According to Humphrey 2004 everyone s favourite hamster humphrey tells us everything we need to know about the
world of pets from fantastic facts and pet care tips to humphrey s animal hall of fame dear friends humans love their pets and
pets like me love their humans i m unsqueakably excited to share everything i ve learned in classroom 26 and beyond about the
world of pets with you and hamsters aren t the only pets do you know how to look after a chinchilla what is a puppy s favourite
food as well as learning top pet care tips you can tell me all about your pets in the special my precious pet section i can t wait to
meet them your furry friend humphrey
Humphrey's Tiny Tales 4: My Great Big Birthday Bash! 2012-02-28 dear friends i love love love sharing my adventures as a
classroom hamster with all my friends but sometimes my paw gets tired from so much writing to give it a rest i ve written some
shorter tales that are every bit as funny and exciting as my according to humphrey books they re called humphrey s tiny tales
and they ve even got illustrations i m quite pleased at how cute i look in the pictures i m unsqueakably excited to share my new
stories with you and i think humphrey fans and new younger readers will be excited too your furry friend humphrey my summer
fair surprise as the longfellow school summer fair approached all my classmates in room 26 could talk about were the game
stalls the crafts the yummy food and fun fun fun to come when my friends decided to include og the frog and me i was
unsqueakably happy who could have guessed that my hamster ball would spin out of control turning the summer fair into one of
my most fur raising adventures ever
Humphrey's World of Pets 2014-03-06 humphrey the classroom hamster has adventures going to the library learning about the
ocean and sailing across a pond on a sailboat
Humphrey's Tiny Tales 2: My Summer Fair Surprise! 2011-06-02 when humphrey the hamster returns to mrs brisbane s class
after the winter break a new class pet and some other surprises give him an opportunity to reflect on the meaning of friendship
Adventure According to Humphrey 2009
Friendship According to Humphrey 2005
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